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ABSTRACT 
Suppose k,>... >k,>l, rn,>... >m,>l, k,+... +k,=m,+... +m,=m. 
Let X = (k,, . . , k,) be a character of the symmetric group S,. The restriction of h to 
s&x.. X S, contains the principal character as a component if and only if A 
majorizes (ml,. . . , m,). This result is used to characterize the index set of the nonzero 
decomposable symmetrized tensors, corresponding to S, and A, which are induced 
from a basis of the underlying vector space. 
The following very important problem arises in the study of induced 
bases of certain symmetry classes of tensors [5;9]. Let G be a subgroup of 
the full symmetric permutation group S,,,. Let n be a positive integer. Let 
IYm,n denote the set of functions from { 1,. . . , m} into { 1,. . . , n}. For (Y E r,,_, 
let G, be the stabilizer subgroup {u E G : au = a}. For each irreducible 
(complex) character A of G, let 3, be the subset of r,,, n consisting of those (Y 
for which 
2 h(a)#O. (1) 
OEG, 
The set Q, is an index set for the nonzero, decomposable, symmetrized 
tensors which arise from a basis of the underlying vector space [6]. The 
problem is to characterize Q2, in some way which avoids testing every 
element of I,,” in (1). Characterizations are known in some special cases. If 
X=1, then q=r, *. (This example includes the mth tensor power and the 
space of completely symmetric tensors.) Less trivially, if G = S, and X = E, 
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the alternating character, then Q2, consists of the one-to-one functions. (This 
example is the Grassmann space of skew symmetric tensors.) In the present 
article, we characterize &, for the remaining irreducible characters of S,. 
From now on, G will always be the symmetric group S,. Consider a fixed 
(YET,,.. For each iE{l,..., n}, let O((Y - ’ (i)) be the number of preimages 
of i in (l,..., m}. We call o(a -l(i)) the multiplicity of i in cr. Of these 
multiplicities, i = 1,2,. . . , n, suppose m, is the largest, mZ is the next largest, 
etc., and m, is the smallest which is still positive. Then ml > m2 > . . . > m, > 
1, andm,+m,+... + m, = m. [It is not meant to be assumed, for example, 
that m,=o(o-l(l)).] Let M=(m,,..., m,). We call M the r-tuple of multi- 
plicities for (Y. It is not difficult to see that G, is conjugate in S, to 
s,= sm, x Sn2 x * . * x sm,. Therefore, (1) is just the statement that the re- 
striction of h to S, contains the principal character 1, of S, as a compo- 
nent. By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, (A, l,), = (A, I!$)),, where lc) 
is the character of S, induced by l,V. The subscript M on the bracket 
indicates the sum over (I E S,, and the subcript m indicates the sum over S,,,. 
In particular, (Y E Q2, if and only if h E 1, (“‘), But it is known how to obtain a 
reduction of 1 Ic;l). (See, for ex ample, [l, Chapter 61, [2], [3, Chapter 71, [4, 
Chapter 51, [8, Chapter 51 or [lo, Chapter 31.) To find the components of 
l(G), proceed according to the following: 
RULE (*). Beginning with a frame (a Young frame [l], aZ.so culled a 
Ferrer+Sylvester graph of a partition [4]) consisting of one row with length 
m,, form all possible frames by adjoining m, additional symbols subject to 
the condition that no two of these m2 symboh lie in the same column. 
(Inherent in the notion of a frame is that the lengths of the rows be 
nonincreasing.) From each of the compound frames so constructed, form all 
possible frames by adjoining m3 additional symbols, again subject to the 
condition that no two of the m3 symbols be put in the same column. 
Continue in this wuy until the m, symbols have been added in all possible 
ways to each of the previously constructed compound frames (multiplicities 
included), subject to the same condition. 
If h corresponds to the frame (k,,.. ., k,), the multiplicity of h in l$‘) is 
equal to the number of times the frame (k,, . . . , k,) appeared in the construc- 
tion described in Rule (*). 
EXAMPLE. Suppose (Y E lY7,s is the function (Y (1) = Ly (5) = o (7) =5, o (2) = 
4, (Y (3) = (Y (4) = cv (6) = 2. Then M = (3,3,1). Carrying out Rule (*), we begin 
with aa. Adding m2 = 3 symbols according to the rule, we obtain 
aaabbb, auabb, aaab, aua. 
b bb bbb 
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is not allowed. Finally, adding the ma = 1 symbol in all possible ways to each 
of the above, we obtain (confusing the frame with the irreducible character 
of S, to which it corresponds) 
It is fairly clear from Rule (*) that if h = (k,, . . . , k,) occurs in l!$‘), then A 
comes after M in lexicographic order. However, this is not sufficient. For 
example, (4,1,1,1) does not occur in l{i), i). , , 
DEFINITION 1. Let M = (m,, . . . , m,), m, > m2 2 . . * > m, > 1, and h = 
(k i,...,kJ, k,> k,> ... >k,>l.ThenXmajorizesMift\<r,k,>m,,k,+k, 
>m,+m,,...,k,+**. +k,_, >rn,+**. +m,_l, and k,+..* +k,=m, 
+ . . . + m,, where we have taken k,,, = * . . = k,=O. 
The following result seems not to have been explicitly observed in 
previous work. 
LEMMA. Suppose m, > . . - >m,>l andm,+**. +m,=m, the mi be- 
ing integers. Let M = (m,, . . . , m,). If A = (k,, . . . , kJ is an irreducible character 
of S,,,, then A is a component of 12) if and only if A mujorizes M. 
Once this lemma is established we will have, by the previous remarks, 
proved the following: 
THEOREM. Let a EI’,,,. Let A=(k,, . .., k,) be an irreducible character 
of S,,,. Let M=(m,,..., m,) be the r-tuple of multiplicities for a. Then a EQ, 
if and only if h major&s M. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A= (k,, . . . , k,) be an irreducible character of S,,,. 
Then Q2, = 0 (the symmetry class is zero) if and only if t > n. 
Proof, The sequence X cannot majorize a sequence of length less than t. 
n 
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COROLLARY 2. Let A=(k,,. .., k,) be an irreducible character of S,. 
Assume n > t. Let p be the largest of the multiplicities o(cy -’ (i)) as i mm 
from 1 to n and as a runs in Q2,. Then p=k,. 
Proof, Evident from the theorem. n 
The remainder of the article is devoted to proving the lemma. 
DEFINITION 2. Let M = (m,, . . . , m,), ml > . . . > m, > 1, and h = 
(k 1,. . . , k,), k, > . . . >k,>l.ThenX>-Mift<rand 
i (ki-m,)>O, 
j=l 
l<i<r, where kt+l=*** =k,.=O. 
Clearly, if h majorizes M, then h > M, but not necessarily conversely. 
(We don’t assume equality at i = r.) We now make the following 
CLAIM. Let h=(k,,..., k,) be a frame. If M= (m,, . . . ,m,), r > 1, is 
another frame such that A> M, then m, symbols can be removed from the k, 
symbols which constitute the column ends of h in such a way that a new 
frame x’ is formed and A’> (m,,m,,...,m,_,)=M’. 
(Evidently, since m, symbols are being removed from both frames, if A 
majorizes M, then h’ majorizes M’. Moreover, X’ = (k;, . . . , ki), where s < t 
and ldk,!<ki, i=1,2 ,..., s.) 
We prove the claim by induction on t, the number of rows of X. If t = 1, 
simply remove the last m, columns from row 1 of X. 
Assume the claim is correct for all frames with t - 1 rows, and suppose 
X=(k, ,..., k,)> (ml ,..., m,) = M. If k, > m,, remove the last m, columns from 
row t of h, i.e., A’=(k, ,..., k,_,,k,-m,). 
If k, < m,, we need an intermediate step. Remove the first k, columns 
from both frames to obtain h, = (k, - k,, . . . , k,, - k,) and M, = (m, - k,, . . . ,m, 
- k& where u is maximal, so that k, > k,. (Such a u must exist, or else 
m, > k,.) Since t < r, it follows that h, > M,. By the induction assumption, 
we can remove m,- k, symbols from the column ends of h, to form 
A: = (kf, . . . , k,*)>M:=(m,--k,,...,m,_, - k,). We now restore the columns 
detached at the beginning. Attach a rectangular frame of t rows and k, 
columns to the left-hand side of h: to obtain X,=(k,+ k;, . . ., k, + 
k,*,k,,..., k,). A moment’s reflection should be enough to discover that 
A,> (ml,...,m,-,,k,). 
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We now remove the k, symbols from row t of X, to form X’, which yields 
X’> (m, ,..*, rn,_l). 
Notice that we have removed from each of M and h exactly (m, - k,) + k, 
= m, symbols. In particular, if k, + . . . + k, = ml + . . . + m,, then k; + . . . + 
k’ t-1 =m,+... +mr_l. 
Proof of lemma. Suppose X = (k,, . . . , k,) is a component of 1:;). Then X is 
one of the characters built up using Rule (*). In the construction of X, one 
begins with m1 symbols in the first row. Thus the eventual k, must be at least 
as large as m,. When the m2 symbols are added, the condition that no two of 
the m2 symbols lie in the same column forces all of them into the first two 
rows. But rows 1 and 2 may grow still larger when subsequent symbols are 
added. Certainly, k, + k, > m, + m2. Arguing in this way, one easily deduces 
that X must majorize M. 
Conversely, suppose M = (ml,. . . , m,). We seek to know if a fixed but 
arbitrary X which majorizes M can be built from M using only the operations 
allowed by Rule (*). The proof that it can is by induction on r. 
So suppose h = (k,, . . . , k,) ma’orizes M. If r = 1, then X = M and the result J 
is clear. Suppose the lemma has been established for all frames M containing 
r- 1 rows. By our previous claim, mr symbols can be removed from the 
column ends of h in such a way that a new frame h’ is formed which 
majorizes M'= (m,, . . . ,m,_, ). By the induction assumption, A’ can be made 
up by successive application of m,, m2,. . . , m,_ 1 symbols according to Rule 
(*). Now, add m, symbols to X’ to produce X. Since X’ was obtained from X by 
detaching only column ends, no two of the m, symbols lie in the same 
column of X. Since we know h is a frame, the m, symbols must have been 
added according to Rule (*). 1 
It may be of some interest to note that the author was unable to produce 
an algorithm for constructing h from M via Rule (*). 
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